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16010-16016

Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science in Public Health in the College of Natural Sciences Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science in Physics in the College of Natural Sciences Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposed Changes to the BA Plan I, Astronomy Major in the College of Natural Sciences Section in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science and Arts in the College of Natural Sciences Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science in Textiles and Apparel Degree Program in the College of Natural Sciences Section in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposed Changes to Evidence and Inquiry Certificate in the College of Natural Sciences Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposed Changes to the Asian Cultures and Languages Degree Program in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create an American Studies Minor in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create an Archaeology Minor in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create a Cultural Anthropology Minor in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create a Geography Minor in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create an Iberian and Latin American Literatures, Cultures, and Linguistics Minor in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create a Mexican American and Latina/o Studies Minor in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create a Medieval Studies Minor in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create the Creative Writing Certificate in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create a Design Strategies Certificate in the School of Undergraduate Studies Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create a Language, Culture, and Communication Minor in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create an Advertising Degree Program in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create an Advertising Studies Degree Program in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create the Journalism Degree Program in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create the Public Relations Degree Program in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create a Radio-Television-Film Degree Program in the Moody College of Communication
Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

16138-16144
Proposed Changes to the Academic Policies and Procedures Section in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

16145-16150
Proposed Changes to the Academic Degrees and Programs Section in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

16151-16155
Proposed Changes to the Academic Graduation Section in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

16156-16160
Proposal to Change the Communication Studies Minor in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

16161-16165
Proposal to Create a Communication and Social Change Studies Minor in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

16166-16170
Proposal to Create a Digital Media Minor in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

16171-16174
Proposal to Create a Global Communication Minor in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

16175-16183
Proposal to Change the Health Communication Minor in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

16184-16188
Proposal to Change the Journalism Minor in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

16189-16194
Proposal to Change the US Latino and Latin American Media Studies Minor in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

16195-16199
Proposal to Create a Media and Entertainment Industries Minor in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

16200-16205
Proposal to Create a Media Studies Minor in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

16206-16211
Proposal to Change the Science Communication Minor in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

16212-16215
Proposal to Delete the Sports Media Certificate in the Moody College of Communication

16216-16219
Proposal to Create the Sports Media Minor in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

16220-16223
Proposal to Change the Visual Media Minor in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

16224
Resolution from the Faculty Council in Support of the University of Texas Libraries Committee’s Statement Concerning the Fine Arts Library

16225-16226
Election of Voting Faculty Members to the Undergraduate Studies Advisory Committee

16227-16233
Proposal to Change the Communication Sciences and Disorders Degree Program in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

16234-16240
Secretary’s Report, March 19, 2018

16241-16260
Minutes of the Regular Faculty Council Meeting of February 12, 2018

16261-16263
Order of Business, March 19, 2018

16264
Report of the Committee to Nominate Faculty Members for Appointment to the University Co-op Board of Directors
Report of the Committee to Nominate Faculty Members for Appointment to the Intercollegiate Athletics Councils for Men and for Women

Proposal to Change the Bachelor of Science in Nursing Degree Program in the School of Nursing Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Special Education Major in the Bachelor of Science in Applied Learning and Development Degree Program in the College of Education Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Applied Movement Science Major in the Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology and Health Degree Program in the College of Education Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Exercise Science Major in the Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology and Health Degree Program in the College of Education Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology and Health Degree Program in the College of Education Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create a Kinesiology and Health Education Minor in the College of Education Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Bachelor of Science in Athletic Training Degree Program in the College of Education Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Youth and Community Studies Major in the Bachelor of Science in Applied Learning and Development Degree Program in the College of Education Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change Withdrawal in the Academic Policies and Procedures Section in the Law School Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Policy Concerning Registration on the Pass/Fail Basis in the Law School Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Classification of Students in the Admission Section in the Law School Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change Academic Advising in the Academic Policies and Procedures Section in the Law School Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create Material Science and Engineering Minor in the Cockrell School of Engineering Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science in Geosystems Engineering and Hydrogeology Degree Program in the Chapters of the Cockrell School of Engineering and the Jackson School of Geological Sciences in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020
Proposal to Create an Integrated Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering and Master of Science in Engineering Degree Program in the Cockrell School of Engineering Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Create an Integrated Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering and Master of Science in Engineering Degree Program in the Cockrell School of Engineering Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Mexican American and Latina/o Studies Major in the Bachelor of Arts, Plan I Degree Program in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Name of the Italian Minor to the Italian Studies Minor in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Name of the French Minor to the French Studies Minor in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Economics Minor in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Latin Minor in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Korean Minor in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Chinese Minor in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Health and Society Major in the Bachelor of Arts, Plan I Degree Program in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Graduation Section in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Bachelor of Science in Environmental Science in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Economics Major in the Bachelor of Arts, Plan I Degree Program in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Degrees and Programs Section in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Bachelor of Arts, Plan I Section in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Bachelor of Arts, Plan II Section in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposed Changes to the Doctor of Pharmacy Degree Program in the College of Pharmacy Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Add a Progression Policy to the Conditional Academic Probation Section in the College of Pharmacy Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Add a Digital Humanities Certificate in the College of Liberals Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Degree Program in the Cockrell School of Engineering Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020
Proposed Changes to the Classical Studies Maj or in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Proposal to Change the Bachelor of Science in Psychology in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020

Recommendation to Close the Master of Science in Applied Physics Degree Program

Secretary’s Report, April 9, 2018

Minutes of the Regular Faculty Council Meeting of March 19, 2018

Order of Business, April 9, 2018

Resolution from the Faculty Council to Urge the University of Texas at Austin to Join the Scholars at Risk Network (SAR)

Proposal to Change the Name of the Ethics and Leadership Flag to Ethics Flag as Approved by the Educational Policy Committee

Degrees Awarded in 2017-2018

Cancellation of 2018 Summer Meetings of the Faculty Council

Schedule of Meetings of the Faculty Council in 2018-2019

Proposed Changes to the College Scholars Section in the Honors Chapter in the General Information Catalog

Minutes of the Regular Faculty Council Meeting of April 9, 2018

Report of the Memorial Resolution Committee for Ernst Lothar Koschmieder

Secretary’s Report, May 7, 2018

Order of Business, May 7, 2018

Report of the Committee to Nominate Faculty Council of Officers for 2018-2019

Order of Business, Special Meeting of the 2018-2019 Faculty Council

Standing Committees of the General Faculty 2017-2018

Motion to Add Wording to the Faculty Notification of a Student Dropping a Course

Report of the Memorial Resolution Committee for William E. Drummond

Report of the Memorial Resolution Committee for Wayne A. Danielson

Report of the Memorial Resolution Committee for Thomas W. Kennedy

Report of the Memorial Resolution Committee for Loftus C. Carson II

Report of the Memorial Resolution Committee for Billy Milton (Bill) Shaw

Proposed Changes to the College Scholars Section in the Honors Chapter in the General Information Catalog

Report of the Memorial Resolution Committee for Lodis Rhodes

Report of the Memorial Resolution Committee for Thomas B Whitbread

Report of the Memorial Resolution Committee for Wayne Lesser

Minutes of the Special Faculty Council Meeting of May 7, 2018

Minutes of the Regular Faculty Council Meeting of May 7, 2018
16609
Report of the Memorial Resolution
Committee for Robert E. Bays

16610-16611
Report of the Memorial Resolution
Committee for Bob E. Schutz

16612-16613
Report of the Memorial Resolution
Committee for William Owen Sheppard Sutherland

16614-16615
Report of the Memorial Resolution
Committee for Frenkel Ter Hofstede

16616
Report of the Memorial Resolution
Committee for Don E. Edmonson

16617-16619
Report of the Memorial Resolution
Committee for Alfred Wilson Nolle

16620-16667
Annual Reports of the Standing
Committees of the General Faculty for
2017-2018

16668
Report of the Memorial Resolution
Committee for Kenneth Burch Friske

16669-16670
Report of the Memorial Resolution
Committee for Theodore Delevoryas

16671
2017-2018 Report of the Faculty
Memorials

16672-16708
Annual Report of the Faculty Council for
2017-2018

DROPPING A COURSE
Motion to Add Wording to the Faculty
Notification of a Student ____, 16570

DRUMMOND, WILLIAM E.
Report of the Memorial Resolution
Committee for ____, 16571-16572

EDMONSON, DON E.
Report of the Memorial Resolution
Committee for ____, 16616

EDUCATION, COLLEGE OF
Proposal to Change the Special Education
Major in the Bachelor of Science in
Applied Learning and Development
Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in
the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
16272-16275, 16449, 16539

Proposal to Change the Applied Movement
Science Major in the Bachelor of Science
in Kinesiology and Health Degree
Program in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
16276-16279, 16449, 16539

Proposal to Change the Sport Management
Major in the Bachelor of Science in
Kinesiology and Health in the ___
Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog
2018-2020, 16280-16282, 16449, 16539

Proposal to Change the Physical Culture and
Sports Major in the Bachelor of Science
in Kinesiology and Health in the ___
Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog
2018-2020, 16283-16286, 16449, 16539

Proposal to Change the Exercise Science
Major in the Bachelor of Science in
Kinesiology and Health Degree Program
in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16287-16290,
16449, 16539

Proposal to Change the Bachelor of Science
in Kinesiology and Health Degree
Program in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
16291-16294, 16449, 16539

Proposal to Change the Health Promotions
and Behavioral Science Major in the
Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology and
Health Degree Program in the ___
Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog
2018-2020, 16295-16297, 16449, 16539

Proposal to Create a Kinesiology and Health
Education Minor in the College of
Education Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16298-16300,
16449, 16539

Proposal to Change the Bachelor of Science
in Athletic Training Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16301-16304,
16449, 16539

Proposal to Change the Youth and
Community Studies Major in the
Bachelor of Science in Applied Learning
and Development Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16305-16309,
16449, 16539

EDUCATIONAL POLICY COMMITTEE
Proposed Change to the General Information Catalog, Appendix C, Section 11 on
Student Discipline and Conduct and the Faculty Disposition Form as Approved by the ____, 15389-15391, 16236, 15422, 15495, 15565, 15649, 15649, 15885, 15894

Proposed Revisions to the Descriptions of Transcript-Recognized Minors and Certificates in the Undergraduate Catalog as Approved by the ____ (D 15073-15075), 15419-15420

Proposal to Change the Policy for Transcript-Recognized Certificate Programs in the Undergraduate Catalog to Include the Texas Extended Campus as Approved by the ____ (D 15068-15072), 15422, 15495, 15564, 15648, 15884-15885, 15893, 16235, 16442

Proposed Changes to the 2018 Honors Day Criteria for Selecting Distinguished College Scholars, 15920-15922, 16234

Proposal to Change the Name of the Ethics and Leadership Flag to Ethics Flag as Approved by the ____, 16478-16479, 16542

____, Standing Committees of the General Faculty 2017-2018, 16558-16559

Proposed Changes to the College Scholars Section in the Honors Chapter in the General Information Catalog, 16483-16484


ELECTION(S)

____ of the Secretary of the General Faculty Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the General Faculty for 2017-2018, 15569

____ of Voting Faculty Members to the Undergraduate Studies Advisory Committee, 16225-16226, 16490, 16498-16499, 16538, 16604

Comments by the President concerning the ___ of UT Austin faculty into the National Academy of Engineering, Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council of February 12, 2018, 16243

____ of Voting Faculty Members to the Undergraduate Studies Advisory Committee, 16225-16226, 16490, 16498-16499, 16538, 16604

Report of the Committee to Nominate Faculty Council Officers for 2018-2019, 16547-16548, 16594, 16595-16596, 16597-16598, 16599-16602

Report of the Chair Elect announcing the ___ results of the 2018-19 Faculty Council officers, 16547-16548, 16594, 16595-16596, 16597-16598, 16599-16602

ELECTION OF THE SECRETARY OF THE GENERAL FACULTY

Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the General Faculty for 2017-2018, 15569

ENGINEERING, COCKRELL SCHOOL OF

Proposed Changes to the Academic Policies and Procedures Section in the ____ in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15483-15487, 15563

Proposed Change to the Academic Policies and Procedures Section in the ____ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15656-15661, 15883

Proposed Changes to the Admissions and Registration Section in the ____ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15662-15667, 15883

Proposed Changes to the Biomedical Engineering Degree Program in the ____ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15656-15679, 15883

Proposed Changes to the Computational Engineering Degree Program in the ____ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15680-15686, 15883

Proposed Changes to the Degrees and Programs Section in the ____ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15687-15693, 15883

Proposed Changes to the Graduation Section in the ____ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15694-15697, 15883

Proposed Changes to the Petroleum Engineering Degree Program in the ____ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15698-15703, 15883

Proposed Changes to the Aerospace Engineering Degree Program in the ____ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15704-15711, 15884, 15893, 16235, 16443

Proposed Changes to the Civil Engineering Degree Program in the ____ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15712-15719, 15884, 15893, 16235, 16443

Proposed Changes to the Chemical Engineering Degree Program in the ____ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog
Proposal to Create Material Science and Engineering Minor in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16322-16330, 16450, 16540
Proposal to Create an Integrated Bachelor of Science in Geosystems Engineering and Hydrogeology Degree Program in the Chapters of the ___ and the Jackson School of Geological Sciences in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16331-16336, 16450, 16540
Proposal to Create an Integrated Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering and Master of Science in Engineering Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16334-16344, 16450, 16540
Proposal to Create an Integrated Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering and Master of Science in Engineering Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16411-16426, 16451, 16541

ENROLLMENT
Comments by President concerning ___ management, Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council of October 16, 2017, 15573

EXCLUSIVE APPLICATION AND PRIMARY TO A SINGLE COLLEGE OR SCHOOL, LEGISLATION OF
Annual Report of the Faculty Council for 2017-2018, 16693-16702

EXTENDED CAMPUS, TEXAS
Proposal to Change the Policy for Transcript-Renowned Certificate Programs in the Undergraduate Catalog to Include the ___ as Approved by the Educational Policy Committee (D 15068-15072), 15422, 15495, 15564, 15648, 15884-15885, 15893, 16235, 16442

F
(FEC), FACULTY COUNCIL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Schedule of Meetings for the General Faculty and Faculty Council for 2017-2018, 15379
Faculty Council Membership for 2017-2018, 15380-15387
Resolution from the Faculty Council Executive Committee in Support of President Fenves’ September 5, 2017, Message Regarding DACA, 15415-15416, 15494
Report of the Committee to Nominate Faculty Council Officers for 2018-2019, 16547-16548, 16594, 16595-16596, 16597-16598, 16599-16602
Report of the Chair Elect on the results of the election for the 2018-2019 Faculty Council officers, May 7, 2018, 16547-16548, 16594, 16595-16596, 16597-16598, 16599-16602

FACULTY BUILDING ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Standing Committees of the General Faculty 2017-2018, 16559-16560
Annual Reports of the Standing Committees of the General Faculty for 2017-2018, 16636-16637

FACULTY COUNCIL
Rules and Regulations of the ___, 15363-15378
Schedule of Meetings for the General Faculty and ___ for 2017-2018, 15379
___ Membership for 2017-2018, 15380-15387
Resolution from the ___ in Support of President Fenves’ Statement of September 5, 2017, Regarding DACA, 15427, 15494, 15506
Cancellation of Summer Meetings of the ___, 16481, 16542
Schedule for Meetings of the ___ 2018-2019, 16482, 16542

FACULTY COUNCIL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (FEC)
Schedule of Meetings for the General Faculty and Faculty Council for 2017-2018, 15379
Faculty Council Membership for 2017-2018, 15380-15387
Resolution from the Faculty Council
Executive Committee in Support of
President Fenves’ September 5, 2017,
Message Regarding DACA, 15415-
15416, 15494
Report of the Committee to Nominate Faculty
Council Officers for 2018-2019, 16547-
16596, 16599-16602
Report of the Chair Elect on the results of the
election for the 2018-2019, 16594

FINANCIAL AID TO STUDENTS, COMMITTEE ON
Standing Committees of the General Faculty
2017-2018, 16554-16555
Annual Reports of the Standing Committees of
the General Faculty for 2017-2018, 16631-
16632

FINE ARTS, COLLEGE OF
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Arts in
Music Degree Program in the College of
Fine Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate
Catalog 2018-2020, 15392-15395, 15422,
15494
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Arts in
Art: Studio Art Degree Program in the
___ Chapter in the Undergraduate
Catalog 2018-2020, 15396-
15399, 15422-15423, 15494
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Arts in
Theater and Dance Degree Program in the
___ Chapter in the Undergraduate
Catalog 2018-2020, 15400-15402,
15423, 15494
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science in
Arts Management and Administration
Minor in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15407-
15410, 15423, 15495
Request to Change the Transcript-Recognized
Arts Management and Administration
Minor in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15407-
15410, 15423, 15495
Request to Change the Transcript-Recognized
Arts Management and Administration
Minor in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15407-
15410, 15423, 15495

FINANCIAL AID
Questions to the President concerning
___, Minutes of the Annual Meeting

FINANCIAL AID TO STUDENTS, COMMITTEE ON
Standing Committees of the General Faculty
2017-2018, 16554-16555
Annual Reports of the Standing Committees of
the General Faculty for 2017-2018, 16631-
16632

FINE ARTS, COLLEGE OF
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Arts in
Music Degree Program in the College of
Fine Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate
Catalog 2018-2020, 15392-15395, 15422,
15494
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Arts in
Art: Studio Art Degree Program in the
___ Chapter in the Undergraduate
Catalog 2018-2020, 15396-
15399, 15422-15423, 15494
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Arts in
Theater and Dance Degree Program in the
___ Chapter in the Undergraduate
Catalog 2018-2020, 15400-15402,
15423, 15494
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science in
Arts Management and Administration
Minor in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15407-
15410, 15423, 15495
Request to Change the Transcript-Recognized
Arts Management and Administration
Minor in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15407-
15410, 15423, 15495
Request to Change the Transcript-Recognized
Arts Management and Administration
Minor in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15407-
15410, 15423, 15495

FINANCIAL AID
Questions to the President concerning
___, Minutes of the Annual Meeting
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Music: Organ or Harpsichord Performance
Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15180-15182), 15421

Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Music: Orchestral Instrument Performance
Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15183-15186), 15421

Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Fine Arts: Studio Art Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15436-15439, 15563

Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Arts in Theatre and Dance Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15804-15807, 15891

Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Music: Music Studies Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15808-15811, 15893, 16235, 16235, 16446, 16543

Proposal to Change the Name of the Bachelor of Arts in Art History Major in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15928-15932, 16237, 16447-16448, 16543-16544

Proposal to Change the Name of the Bachelor of Arts in Art Studio Art Major in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15933-15937, 16237, 16447-16448, 16543-16544

Proposal to Change the Name of the Bachelor of Arts in Arts Design Major in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15938-15941, 16237, 16447-16448, 16543-16544

Questions to the Chair from ___ faculty the FCEC’s involvement in the vote of no confidence in the Dean of the ___, 16608

FINE ARTS LIBRARY
Resolution from the Faculty Council in Support of the University of Texas Libraries Committee Statement
Concerning the ___, 16224, 16448, 16463-16467, 16470-16471, 16538

Question to the President concerning the ___, Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council of February 12, 2018, 16243-16244

Comments by the Chair concerning the ___, Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council of February 12, 2018, 16247

Comments by the Provost concerning the ___, Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council of March 19, 2018, 16455-16456

Questions to the Provost concerning the ___, Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council of March 19, 2018, 16456-16452, 16468-16499

Comments by the Chair concerning the ___, Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council of April 9, 2018, 16492-16495, 16517-16524

FISKE, KENNETH BURCH
Report of the Memorial Resolution Committee for ___, 16668

FLAG(S)
Proposal to Change the Skills and Experience ___ in the School of Undergraduate Studies Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15851-15854, 15892

Proposal to Change the Name of the Ethics and Leadership Flag to Ethics ___ as Approved by the Educational Policy Committee, 16478-16479, 16542

G

GALLUP ALUMNI SURVEY, UT
Report on the ___, Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council of May 7, 2018, 16606-16607

GENERAL FACULTY
Schedule of Meetings for the General Faculty and Faculty Council for 2017-2018, 15379

Order of Business, Regular Meeting of the ___ for 2017-2018, 15435

Report of the Committee to Nominate a Candidate for Secretary of the ___, 15569

Election of the Secretary of the ___, 15569

Standing Committees of the ___ 2017-2018, 16550-16569

Annual Reports of the Standing Committees of the ___ for 2017-2018, 16620-16667
GENERAL FACULTY RULES AND GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
Proposal to Modify the Language and Title of the Handbook of Operating Procedures
2-2230 Threatened Faculty Retrenchment (D 15084-15095), 15420
Standing Committees of the General Faculty 2017-2018, 16553
Annual Reports of the Standing Committees of the General Faculty for 2017-2018, 16630-16631

GENERAL/MINOR LEGISLATION
Annual Report of the Faculty Council for 2017-2018, 16685-16693

GENERAL INFORMATION CATALOG
Updates to the Core Curriculum Course Lists for the 2017-2018 ____, (D 14841-14846), 15419
Proposed Change to the ____, Appendix C, Section 11 on Student Discipline and Conduct and the Faculty Disposition Form as Approved by the Educational Policy Committee, 15389-15391, 16236, 15422, 15495, 15555, 15649, 15649, 15885, 15894, 16442-16443
Update to the Core Curriculum Course Lists for the 2018-2019 ____, 15557-15562, 16234, 15884, 15565-15566, 15648, 15892, 16234, 16446, 16543
Proposed Changes to the 2018 Honors Day Criteria for Selecting Distinguished College Scholars, 15920-15922, 16234
Proposed Changes to the College Scholars Section in the Honors Chapter in the ____, 16483-16485
Motion to Add Wording to the Faculty Notification of a Student Dropping a Course, 16570
Proposed Changes to the College Scholars Section in the Honors Chapter in the ____, 16483-16484

GONZALEZ-GERTH, MIGUEL
Report of the Memorial Resolution Committee for ____, 16530-16531

GRADUATION RATES
Comments by President concerning ____, Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council of October 16, 2017, 15573-15574

GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE, FACULTY
Standing Committees of the General Faculty 2017-2018, 16552
Annual Reports of the Standing Committees of the General Faculty for 2017-2018, 16629-16630

GUARDIAN OF THE HUMAN SPIRIT AWARD
Comments by the Chair concerning President Fenves on receiving the ____, Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council of November 13, 2017, 15735

H

HANDBOOK OF OPERATING PROCEDURES
Proposal to Modify the Language and Title of the ____, 2-2230 Threatened Faculty Retrenchment (D 15084-15095), 15420
Comments by the Chair concerning the policy on the use of tape recordings in classrooms in the ____, Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council of November 13, 2017, 15735
Comments by the President concerning policies related to off-campus conduct, Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council of April 9, 2018, 16487-16488

HARLOW, BARBARA J.
Report of the Memorial Resolution Committee for ____, 16532-16534

HARVEY, HURRICANE
Comments by President Fenves concerning ____, Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council of September 18, 2017, 15498-15500

HERNANDEZ, RACHELLE
Comments by the President concerning the appointment of ____, as the Senior Vice Provost for Enrollment Management, September 18, 2017, 15499

HONORS
Proposed Changes to the College Scholars Section in the ____, Chapter in the General Information Catalog, 16483-16485
INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICE (ISO)
Questions to the President concerning
Information Resources Use and
Security Policy, Minutes of the
Regular Meeting of the Faculty
Council of April 9, 2018, 16488,
16497

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE
Update on the Central IT Executive Commission
(CITEC) from the ___, Minutes of the
Regular Faculty Council Meeting of January
22, 2018, 15901-15903, 15912-15915
Standing Committees of the General Faculty
2017-2018, 16566-16567
Annual Reports of the Standing Committees of
the General Faculty for 2017-2018, 16641-
16642

INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
Report of the Committee to Nominate Faculty
Members for Appointment to the ___
Councils for Men and for Women (D 14989-
14990), 15419
Report from Athletic Director Mike
Perrin and student athlete, Will
Licon, Minutes of the Regular
Meeting of the Faculty Council of
September 18, 2017, 15500-15502
Report from Head Football Coach Tom
Herman, Minutes of the Regular
Meeting of the Faculty Council of
September 18, 2017, 15502-15503
Report of the Committee to Nominate
Faculty Members for Appointment
to the ___ Councils for Men and for
Women, 16265-16266, 16447,
16544

INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH
INITIATIVE
Comments by the President concerning his ___,
Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the
Faculty Council of February 12, 2018,
16244-16245

INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF ADVISORS
(IBA)
Comments by the President concerning
___, Minutes of the Regular Meeting
of the Faculty Council of November
13, 2017, 15733
Comments by the President concerning his
international strategies, Minutes of the
Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council of
February 12, 2018, 16246-16247

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS AND
STUDIES COMMITTEE
Report from the ___, Minutes of the Regular
Meeting of the Faculty Council of
September 18, 2017, 15503-15504,
15508-15509
Standing Committees of the General Faculty
2017-2018, 16560-16561
Annual Reports of the Standing
Committees of the General Faculty
for 2017-2018, 16637

INSTITUTIONAL RULES GOVERNING
FREE SPEECH AND PROTECTION
FREE SPEECH
Comments by the President concerning
___, Minutes of the Regular Meeting
of the Faculty Council of November
13, 2017, 15733-15734

JOINT MEETING
Comments by the Chair Elect concerning the ___
with Texas A&M Faculty Senate, Minutes of
the Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council
of January 22, 2018, 15900
Comments by the Chair Elect concerning the ___,
Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the
Faculty Council of February 12, 2018, 16247-
16248
Comments by the Chair Elect concerning
the ___, Minutes of the Regular
Meeting of the Faculty Council of
April 9, 2018, 16499
K

KENNEDY, THOMAS W.
Report of the Memorial Resolution
Committee for ___, 16577-16579

KOSCHMIEDER, ERNST LOTHAR
Report of the Memorial Resolution
Committee for ___, 16535-16536

L

LAW SCHOOL
Proposal to Change Withdrawal in the
Academic Policies and Procedures
Section in the ___ Catalog 2018-2020,
16310-16312, 16449, 16540
Proposal to Change the Policy Concerning
Registration on the Pass/Fail Basis in the
___ Catalog 2018-2020, 16313-16315,
16450, 16540
Proposal to Change the Classification of
Students in the Admission Section in the
___ Catalog 2018-2020, 16316-16318,
16450, 16540
Proposal to Change Academic Advising in
the Academic Policies and Procedures
Section in the ___ Catalog 2018-2020,
16319-16321, 16450, 16540

LEGISLATION OF EXCLUSIVE APPLICATION
AND PRIMARY TO A SINGLE COLLEGE OR
SCHOOL
Annual Report of the Faculty Council for 2017-
2018, 16693-16702

LEGISLATION, GENERAL/MINOR
Annual Report of the Faculty Council for 2017-
2018, 16685-16693

LEGISLATIVE SESSION
Comments by President concerning ___.
Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the
Faculty Council of October 16, 2017,
15573

LESSER, WAYNE
Report of the Memorial Resolution
Committee for ___, 16590-16592

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF
Proposed Changes to the American Studies
Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in
the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
15533-15535, 15565, 15647

Proposed Changes to the French Degree
Program in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
15536-15539, 15884, 15565, 15648,
15889-15890
Proposed Changes to the Government Degree
Program in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
15540-15544, 15565, 15647
Proposed Changes to the Italian Degree
Program in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
15545-15548, 15884, 15565, 15648,
15889-15890
Proposed Changes to the Classics Latin
Minor in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
15549-15551, 15565, 15647
Proposed Changes to the Portuguese Minor in
the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate
Catalog 2018-2020, 15552-15554,
15565, 15648
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science
in Psychology Degree Program in
College in Liberal Arts Chapter in
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
15594-15597, 15882, 15649-15650
Proposal to Change the Core Texts and Ideas
Certificate in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
15598-15601, 15649, 15885, 15890
Proposed Changes to the English Degree
Program in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
15602-15606, 15649, 15885, 15890
Proposal to Create a German Certificate in
the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate
Catalog 2018-2020, 15607-15610,
15649, 15885, 15890
Proposed Changes to the Human Dimensions
of Organizations Degree Program in the
___ Chapter in the Undergraduate
Catalog 2018-2020, 15611-15614,
15649, 15885, 15890
Proposed Changes to the History Major in the
___ Chapter in the Undergraduate
Catalog 2018-2020, 15615-15619,
15649, 15885, 15890
Proposed Changes to the History and
Philosophy of Science Certificate in the
___ Chapter in the Undergraduate
Catalog 2018-2020, 15620-15624,
15649, 15885, 15890
Proposed Changes to the UTeach Liberal Arts
Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science in American Cultural Studies, Plan I Degree Program in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16540, 16541, 16544, 16546, 16541
Proposal to Change the Bachelor of Arts, Plan I Degree Program in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16362-16364, 16451, 16540-16541
Proposal to Change the Chinese Minor in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16365-16367, 16451, 16540-16541, 16451
Proposal to Change the Health and Society Major in the Bachelor of Arts, Plan I Degree Program in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16368-16371, 16451, 16540-16541
Proposal to Change the Graduation Section in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16372-16374, 16451, 16540-16541
Proposal to Change the Bachelor of Science in Environmental Science in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16375-16377, 16451, 16540-16541
Proposal to Change the Economics Major in the Bachelor of Arts, Plan I Degree Program in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16398-16381, 16451, 16540-16541
Proposal to Change the Advancement Programs Section in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16382-16386, 16451, 16540-16541
Proposal to Change the Bachelor of Arts, Plan I Section in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16387-16389, 16451, 16540-16541, 16540-16541
Proposal to Change the Bachelor of Arts, Plan II Section in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16390-16392, 16451, 16540-16541
Proposal to Add a Digital Humanities Certificate in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16403-16410, 16451, 16541
Proposal to Change the Bachelor of Science in Psychology in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16431-16433, 16452, 16542

**LIBRARY, FINE ARTS**

Resolution from the Faculty Council in Support of the University of Texas Libraries Committee Statement Concerning the ___, 16224, 16448,
16463-16467, 16470-16471, 16538, 16463-16467, 16470-16471

Question to the President concerning the
___, Minutes of the Regular Meeting
of the Faculty Council of February
12, 2018, 16243-16244

Comments by the Chair concerning the___,
Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the
Faculty Council of February 12, 2018, 16247

Comments by the Provost concerning the___,
Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the
Faculty Council of March 19, 2018, 16455-
16456

Questions to the Provost concerning the___,
Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the
Faculty Council of March 19, 2018, 16456-
16462, 16525-16527

Comments by the Chair concerning the___,
Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the
Faculty Council of April 9, 2018, 16488-16499

State of the University Libraries,
Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the
Faculty Council of April 9, 2018, 16492-16495, 16517-16524

LIBRARIES COMMITTEE,
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
Resolution from the Faculty Council in
Support of the ___ Statement Concerning
the Fine Arts Library, 16224, 16448,
16463-16467, 16470-16471, 16538

Standing Committees of the General Faculty
2017-2018, 16561-16562

Comments by Provost McInnis
concerning the Perry-Castañeda
Library, Minutes of the Regular
Meeting of the Faculty Council of
May 7, 2018, 16605

Annual Reports of the Standing
Committees of the General Faculty
for 2017-2018, 16638-16639, 16649-16667

MAJOR LEGISLATION
Annual Report of the Faculty Council for
2017-2018, 16685

MCCOMBS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Request to Change the Transcript-
Recognized Management Minor in the
___ Chapter in the Undergraduate
Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15098-15101), 15420

Request to Change the Transcript-
Recognized Management Information
Systems Minor in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15102-15105), 15420

Request to Change the Transcript-
Recognized Marketing Minor in the ___
Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog
2018-2020 (D 15106-15109), 15420

Request to Change the Transcript-
Recognized Supply Chain
Management Minor for Business Majors
in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate
Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15110-15113),
15420

Request to Create an Accounting Minor for
Business Economics Option Program in the ___
Chapter in the Undergraduate
Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15114-15117),
15420

Request to Change the Transcript-
Recognized Accounting Minor for
Business Majors in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020
(D 15118-15121), 15420

Request to Delete the Accounting/Finance
Minor for Business Economics Option
Program in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020 (D
15122-15125), 15420

Request to Change the Transcript-
Recognized Business Minor for Non-
Business Majors in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020
(D 15126-15131), 15420

Request to Create a Finance Minor for
Business Economics Option Program in the ___
Chapter in the Undergraduate
Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15132-15135),
15420

Request to Change the Finance Minor for
Business Majors in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020
(D 15136-15140), 15420

Request to Change the Transcript-
Recognized Global Management
Certificate in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020 (D
15141-15146), 15420

Request to Change the International
Business Degree Program in the ___
Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog
2018-2020 (D 15147-15150), 15420
Request to Change the Marketing Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15151-15153), 15420-15421
Request to Create a Transcript-Recognized Risk Management Certificate in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15154-15161), 15420-15421
Request to Delete the Transcript-Recognized Supply Logistics Optimization Certificate in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15162-15165), 15420-15421
Request to Change the Science and Technology Management Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15166-15169), 15420-15421
Proposed Changes to the Finance Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15440-15445, 15883-15884, 15564, 15889
Proposed Changes to the Business Management Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15446-15450, 15563
Proposed Changes to the Admissions and Registration section of the BBA Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15451-15455, 15564
Proposed Changes to the Business and Public Policy Certificate in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15456-15463, 15564
Proposal to Create an Entrepreneurship Minor in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15464-15469, 15564
Proposed Changes to the Real Estate Certificate in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15514-15522, 15565, 15647
Proposed Changes to the Accounting Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15523-15528, 15882, 15649
Proposed Changes to the Business Honors Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15529-15532, 15565, 15647
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Business Administration Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15794-15799, 15894, 16236, 16447, 15894, 16236, 16447, 16537
Proposed Changes to the Graduation Section in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15800-15803, 15894, 16236, 16447, 16537

MEETING DATES
Schedule of Meetings for the General Faculty and Faculty Council for 2017-2018, 15379
Cancellation of Summer Meetings of the Faculty Council, 16481, 16542
Schedule for Meetings of the Faculty Council 2018-2019, 16482, 16542
Annual Report of the Faculty Council for 2017-2018, 16676

MEMBERSHIP
Changes in ___ of the Faculty Council, Secretary’s Report, September 18, 2017, 14801
Changes in ___ of the Faculty Council, Secretary’s Report, October 16, 2017, 15494
Changes in ___ of the Faculty Council, Secretary’s Report, November 13, 2017, 15563
Changes in ___ of the Faculty Council, Secretary’s Report, January 22, 2018, 15882
Secretaries Report, February 12, 2018, 15889
Secretary’s Report, April 9, 2018, 16442
Standing Committees of the General Faculty 2017-2018, 16550-16569
Annual Report of the Faculty Council for 2017-2018, 16672-16676

MEMORIAL RESOLUTION(S)
Report of the ___ Committee for John K. Brokaw, 15417
Report of the ___ Committee for Thomas Joseph O’Hare, 15555-15556
Report of the ___ Committee for John A. Robertson, 15570-15571
Report of the ___ Committee for Robert Dale Brooks, 16528-16529
Report of the ___ Committee for Miguel Gonzalez-Gerth, 16530-16531
Report of the ___ Committee for Barbara J. Harlow, 16532-16534
Report of the ___ Committee for Ernst Lothar Koschmieder, 16535-16536
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS COMPLETED

Secretary’s Report, September 18, 2017, 15418
Secretary’s Report, November 13, 2017, 15563
Secretary’s Report, December 11, 2017, 15647
Secretary’s Report, May 7, 2017, 16537
2017-2018 Report on Faculty Memorials, 16671
Annual Report of the Faculty Council for 2017-2018, 16685

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS PENDING COMPLETION BY COMMITTEE

Annual Report of the Faculty Council for 2017-2018, 16682-16684

METHANE EMISSIONS CONTROLS ON UNIVERSITY LANDS

Resolution on ___, 15865-15866, 15873-15878

MINORS

Request to Change the Transcript-Recognized Arts Management and Administration ___ in the College of Fine Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15407-15410, 15423, 15495
Request to Change the Transcript-Recognized Studio Art ___ in the College of Fine Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15411-15414, 15423, 15495
Request to Change the Transcript-Recognized Management Information Systems ___ in the McCombs School of Business Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15098-15101), 15420
Request to Change the Transcript-Recognized Marketing ___ in the McCombs School of Business Chapter in
Request to Change the Transcript-Recognized Supply Chain Management ____ for Business Majors in the McCombs School of Business Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15110-15113), 15420

Request to Create an Accounting ____ for Business Economics Option Program in the McCombs School of Business Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15114-15117), 15420

Request to Change the Transcript-Recognized Accounting ____ for Business Majors in the McCombs School of Business Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15118-15121), 15420

Request to Delete the Accounting/Finance ____ for Business Economics Option Program in the McCombs School of Business Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15122-15125), 15420

Request to Change the Transcript-Recognized Business ____ for Non-Business Majors in the McCombs School of Business Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15126-15131), 15420

Request to Create a Finance ____ for Business Economics Option Program in the McCombs School of Business Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15132-15135), 15420

Request to Change the Finance ____ for Business Majors in the McCombs School of Business Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020 (D 15136-15140), 15420

Proposal to Create an Entrepreneurship ____ in the McCombs School of Business Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15464-15469, 15564

Proposal Creation of an Interdisciplinary Disability Studies ____ in the School of Social Work in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15475-15482, 15564

Proposed Changes to the Classics Latin ____ in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15549-15551, 15565, 15647

Proposed Changes to the Portuguese ____ in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15552-15554, 15565, 15648

Request to Add a Transcript-Recognized Undergraduate Academic Landscape Studies ____ in the School of Architecture Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15770-15773, 15891

Proposed Changes to ____ and Certificates Programs Section in the College of Natural Sciences Section in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15951-15953, 16236, 16443

Proposal to Create an American Studies ____ in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16050-16052, 16237, 16444

Proposal to Create an Archaeology ____ in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16053-16056, 16237, 16444

Proposal to Create a Cultural Anthropology ____ in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16063-16065, 16237, 16444

Proposal to Create a Geography ____ in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16066-16068, 16237, 16444

Proposal to Create an Iberian and Latin American Literatures, Cultures, and Linguistics ____ in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16069-16072, 16237, 16444

Proposal to Create a Mexican American and Latina/o Studies ____ in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16066-16068, 16237, 16444

Proposal to Create a Medieval Studies ____ in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16069-16072, 16237, 16444

Proposal to Create a Language, Culture, and Communication ____ in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16087-16089, 16237, 16444

Proposal to Change the Communication Studies ____ in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16156-16160, 16238, 16445

Proposal to Create a Communication and Social Change Studies ____ in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the
Proposal to Create a Digital Media ___ in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16161-16165, 16238, 16445
Proposal to Create a Global Communication ___ in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16171-16174, 16238, 16445
Proposal to Change the Health Communication ___ in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16175-16183, 16238, 16445
Proposal to Change the Journalism ___ in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16184-16188, 16238, 16445
Proposal to Change the Latin American Media Studies ___ in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16189-16194, 16238, 16445
Proposal to Create a Media and Entertainment Industries ___ in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16195-16199, 16238, 16445
Proposal to Create a Media Studies ___ in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16200-16205, 16238, 16445
Proposal to Change the Science Communication ___ in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16206-16211, 16238, 16445
Proposal to Create the Sports Media ___ in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16216-16219, 16238, 16445
Proposal to Change the Visual Media ___ in the Moody College of Communication Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16220-16223, 16238, 16445
Proposal to Create a Kinesiology and Health Education ___ in the College of Education Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16298-16300, 16449, 16539
Proposal to Create Material Science and Engineering ___ in the Cockrell School of Engineering Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16322-16330, 16450, 16540
Proposal to Change the Name of the Italian Minor to the Italian Studies ___ in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16349-16351, 16450, 16540-16541
Proposal to Change the Name of the French Minor to the French Studies ___ in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16352-16354, 16450, 16540-16541
Proposal to Change the Economics ___ in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16355-16358, 16450, 16540-16541
Proposal to Change the Latin ___ in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16359-16361, 16450, 16540-16541
Proposal to Change the Korean ___ in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16362-16364, 16451, 16540-16541
Proposal to Change the Chinese ___ in the College of Liberal Arts Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16365-16367, 16451, 16540-16541, 16451

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY COUNCIL MEETING
___, April 10, 2017 (D 15198-15218), 15498
___, May 1, 2017, special meeting (D 15219-15227), 15498
___, May 2, 2017, regular meeting (D 15228-15230), 15498
___, September 18, 2017, 15497-15512, 15573
___, October 16, 2017, 15572-15590, 15733
___, November 13, 2017, 15732-15750, 15861
___, December 11, 2017, 15860-15878, 15897
___, January 22, 2018, 15896-15919, 16242
___, February 12, 2018, 16241-16260, 16454-16455
___, March 19, 2018, 16453-16471, 16487
___, April 9, 2018, 16486-16527
___, May 7, 2018, special meeting, 16593-16602
___, May 7, 2018, regular meeting, 16603-16608

MINUTES OF THE GENERAL FACULTY MEETING
___ for 2017-2018, 15567-15569
MEXICO
Comments by the President concerning
___, Minutes of the Regular Meeting
of the Faculty Council of November
13, 2017, 15733
Comments by the President concerning
___, Minutes of the Regular Meeting
of the Faculty Council of December
11, 2017, 15861-15862

MORRISETT, RICHARD
Comments by the President concerning
the death of Professor ___, Minutes
of the Regular Meeting of the
Faculty Council of April 9, 2018,
16487-16488
Comments by the Past Chair Andrea C.
Gore concerning Professor ___,
Minutes of the Regular Meeting
of the Faculty Council of April 9, 2018,
16499

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
ENGINEERING
Comments by the President concerning
the election of UT Austin faculty
into the ___, Minutes of the Regular
Meeting of the Faculty Council of
February 12, 2018, 16243

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Comments by President Fenves concerning
___ award, Minutes of the Regular
Meeting of the Faculty Council of
September 18, 2017, 15498-15500

NATURAL SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF
Request to Change The Forensic Science
Certificate in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
15812-15815, 15891
Proposed Changes to the Academic Policies
and Procedures Section in the ___
Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog
2018-2020, 15816-15824
Proposed Changes to the Courses Section in
the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate
Catalog 2018-2020, 15825-15827, 15891
Proposed Changes to the Degrees and
Programs Section in the ___ Chapter in
the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
15828-15831, 15891

Proposed Changes to the General Information
Section in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
15832-15836, 15891
Proposed Changes to the Graduation Section
in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate
Catalog 2018-2020, 15837-15840, 15892
Request to Change the Applied Statistical
Modeling Certificate in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
15841-15845, 15892
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science
and Arts in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
15846-15850, 15892
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science
in Medical Laboratory Science Degree
Program in the ___ Chapter in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
15924-15927, 16236-16236, 16443
Proposed Changes to the Pre-Health
Professions Certificate in the ___
Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog
2018-2020, 15942-15950, 16236, 16443
Proposed Changes to Minors and Certificates
Programs Section in the ___ Section in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
15951-15953, 16236, 16443
Proposed Changes to the BS in Astronomy
Degree Program in the ___ Section in the
Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020,
15954-15957, 16236, 16443
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science
in Biochemistry Degree Program in the
___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog
2018-2020, 15958-15962, 16236, 16443
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science
in Biology Degree Program in the ___
Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog
2018-2020, 15963-15972, 16236, 16443
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science
in Chemistry Degree Program in the ___
Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog
2018-2020, 15973-15978, 16236, 16443
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science
in Computer Science Degree Program in the
___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog
2018-2020, 15979-15983, 16236, 16443
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science
in Human Development and Family
Sciences Degree Program in the ___
Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog
2018-2020, 15984-15991, 16236, 16443
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science in Neuroscience Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15992-15997, 16236, 16443
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 15998-16004, 16236, 16444
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science in Nutrition Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16005-16009, 16236, 16444
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science in Public Health in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16010-16016, 16236, 16444
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science in Physics in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16017-16021, 16236, 16444
Proposed Changes to the BA Plan I, Astronomy Major in the ___ Section in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16022-16025
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science and Arts in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16026-16035, 16236, 16444
Proposed Changes to the Bachelor of Science in Textiles and Apparel Degree Program in the ___ Section in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16036-16040, 16236, 16446, 16544
Proposed Changes to Evidence and Inquiry Certificate in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16041-16045, 16236, 16446, 16544
Recommendation to Close the Master of Science in Applied Physics Degree Program, 16434-16441, 16452, 16544-16545

NOMINATIONS
Report of the Committee to Nominate Faculty Members for Appointment to the Intercollegiate Athletics Councils for Men and for Women (D 14989-14990), 15419
Report of the Committee to Nominate Faculty Members for Appointment to the University of Texas at Austin Police Oversight Board of Directors, 15420

NOLLE, ALFRED WILSON
Report of the Memorial Resolution Committee for ___, 16617-16619

NURSING, SCHOOL OF
Proposal to Change the Bachelor of Science in Nursing Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in The Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16268-16271, 16539, 16449, 16539

O

O’HARE, THOMAS JOSEPH
Report of the Memorial Resolution Committee for ___, 15555-15556

OFFICERS, FACULTY COUNCIL

OMBUDSPERSON, FACULTY
Annual Report of the University ___ for 2016-2017, 15752-15752e, 15863-15865, 15869-15872
Comments by the Chair concerning the recipients of the Civitatis Award, Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council of December 11, 2017, 15867-15868

ORDER OF BUSINESS, FACULTY COUNCIL MEETING
___, September 18, 2017, 15425-15426
ORDER OF BUSINESS, GENERAL FACULTY MEETING
___, November 13, 2017, 15591-15593
___, December 11, 2017, 15751
___, January 22, 2018, 15887-15888
___, February 12, 2018, 15923
___, March 19, 2018, 16261-16263
___, April 9, 2018, 16472-16474
___, May 7, 2018, special meeting, 16546
___, May 7, 2018, regular meeting, 16549

P
PARKING AND TRAFFIC APPEALS PANEL
Standing Committees of the General Faculty 2017-2018, 16562-16563
Annual Reports of the Standing Committees of the General Faculty for 2017-2018, 16639

PERMANENT UNIVERSITY FUND (PUF)
Questions to the President concerning the ___, and the Available University Fund (AUF), Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council of January 22, 2018, 15898-15900, 15909

PERRY-CASTAÑEDA LIBRARY
Comments by Provost McInnis concerning the ___, Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Faculty Council of May 7, 2018, 16605

PHARMACY, COLLEGE
Proposed Changes to the Doctor of Pharmacy Degree Program in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16393-16398, 16451, 16541
Proposal to Add a Progression Policy to the Conditional Academic Probation Section in the ___ Chapter in the Undergraduate Catalog 2018-2020, 16399-16402, 16451, 16541
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